
The People of the Lion
The Sinhala Identity and Ideology in History and Historiography

The evolution of group identities and of ideologies associated with
social groups represents one of the most fascinating areas of historical
research. It is also one of the most exacting fields of study requiring of
the historian an inordinate amount of caution. The historian who under,
takes an inquiry of this type has to constantly keep in mind that group
consciousness, like all ideology, is historically determined and historically
limited. The Sinhala ideology in its contemporary form, with its associa-
tions with language, race and religion, forms an essential part of
contemporary Sri Lankan culture and has succeeded in thoroughly
permeating such areas of intellectual activity as creative writing,the arts and
historical writing. It is not an exaggeration to say that during the last
hundred years the Sinhala ideology in its contemporary form has
radically refashioned our view of our past. Since many writers assume
that the Sinhala ideology in its current form has a very old history,
it may be relevant to point out that even in the European languages the
word race (Fr. race, Ital, razza) dates only from about the sixteenth
century and that the biological definition of the term as denoting a group
distinct from other members of the species by specific physiological
characteristics is of even more recent origin. In both Sinhala and Tamil,
it is difficult to find a satisfactory equivalent to this word. Hence it does
not seem likely that racial consciousness can be traced back very far into
the past of these two linguistic groups. Thus when an author of popular
historical writings speaks of the mythical Vijaya as having been anxious to
find a queen "of his own Aryan race" and further states that "his pride of
race revolted at the thought of any but a pure Aryan succeeding to the
Government which he had striven so laboriously to found"! or when
academic historians writing about ancient Sri Lanka refer to "the Sinhala
race,,,2 they are all presenting a view of the past moulded by contemporary
ideology. These examples h.'e been cited here to emphasise the need to
reexamine this dominant and popular historical view, to go back to the
original documents and to place the appearance of different types of group
consciousness in their historical settings.

I
The Brahm] inscriptions, which are the earliest historical documents

in Sri Lanka.! reflect an initial stage in the growth of group consciousness.
Perhaps the most important basis of group identity at this time was

1. John M. Senaveratne, The Story cf the Sinhalese, Colombo, 1930', p. Hi.
2. L. D. Barnett ••• The Early History of Ceylon" in The Cambridge Hii[O,)' of Indiu,

Vol. I. London, 1921, reprinted in Delhi, 1955, p. 548; G· C. Mendis. Our Herirag~,
Colombo, 1943, p. 20'. . .

3. See S. Paranavleana, InscriPt~O!lS of C~')'lon,Vol. I, Colombo. 1970'.
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lineage. Individuals who set up inscriptions generally give the names of
their fathers or of both fathers and grandfathers, while some of them
trace their paternal descent back for three or four generations. Some
inscriptions, particularly those of the Brahmanas, refer to the varna status
of the authors. Occupations and socio-political status of donors are cited
in many inscriptions. It is particularly noteworthy that in a significant
number of records the terms upasaka and upasika are used to describe the
donors, reflecting the early beginnings of a religious identity. A few of
the records point to other group identities like Kabojha, Milaka and
Dameda. It is likely that Kabojha and Milaka were tribal groups.
Paran~vitana has suggested that Dame da was the equivalent of Tamil.'
Whether the term was used in this period to denote a tribal, linguistic or
some other group deserves careful investigation. The term Sinhala, on the
other hand, is conspicuous by its absence.

The disparate nature of the earliest settlements in the island would
not have been conducive to the development of strong group identities
which brought together a large number of people into one cohesive unit.
At this primary stage of the development of group consciousness lineage
was perhaps the most important criterion from which people derived their
social identity. Socio-political position, tlar~a or ritual status, religion and
tribal affiliation were other factors which determined group Identitv.?
During the period from about the middle of the second century n. c. to
about the second century A.D., Sri Lanka witnessed the unfolding of a
crucial process of social change, bringing about the dissolution of communal
property rights and the separation of the primary agricultural producers from
elements essential for their production. Parallel and related to this
process was the evolution of a state apparatus which brought the whole
island under the control of the rulers of Anuradhapura.s It is most likely
that the emergence of the state brought with it changes in the ideological
sphere, paving the way to a new group identity.

The term Sinhala (Pili Sihala, Skt. Simhalaj occurs for the first time
in Sri Lankan sources in the Dipaval?lsa whicj has been assigned to the
fourth-fifth centuries A.D. In this chronicle the term occurs only once,
and in this cryptic verse it is stated that the island was known as Sihala
"on account of the lion" (lankadipo ayam Cihu sihena sihaCa iii)? The term
Siha~adipa or "the Sinh ala island" occurs in the Sa~antapasadikiiB the

4. S. Paranavir ana, "The Aryan Settlements: The Sinhalese," Chapter VI in
University of Ceylon History of Ceylon, Colombo, 1959, Vol. I, Pt. 1, pp, 87-8.

5. This is evident from the titles borne by people who inscribed the earliest Briihmi
records. See Paranavirana, Inscriptions of Ceylon, Vol. 1.

6· For a discussion on the process of state formation in Sri Lanka, see R. A.
L. H. Gunawardana, "Social Function and Political Power: A Case Study
of State Formation in Irrigation Society," Indian Hisrorical Review, Vol. IV,
No.2, 1978, pp. 259-73.

7· Dv.9.1
8· .'\amantapasildil<a, the Bjihlranidana section, ed. and trsl. by N. A. [ayawickrama as

The Incept ion of Discipline and the Vlna:fanidi'!na, London, 1962,pp. 2, 131'.
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commentary on the Vinaya section of the Pali Canon, written by
Buddhaghosa in the fifth century A. D. The text states that the earlier
commentaries used by Buddhaghosa had been written in the language of
Sihaladipa. Fa-Hian, who also visited the island in the fifth cenr urv,
refers to it by the name "the country of the lions."? The term Heladivi,
the equivalent of the Pili Sihaladipa, occurs in one of the graffiti at 'SIgiri
which have been assigned by Paranavitana to a period extending from the
eighth to the tenth century A.D.1O By the eighth century the name was
being used to denote a group of people, as is evident from an inscription
found at a ruined monastic site in the Ratubaka Plateau in Central Java,
which refers to the Simhalas.'!

Though the earliest reference to the term Sinhala in Sri Lankan
sources is in the Dlpavamsa. there is evidence in other sources whie h
suggests that the name can be traced back to an earlier date. In the
Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta which has been assigned to the
fourth century A.D., there is a reference to Saimhalakji, obviously a name
derived from Simhala, among those who accepted' the suzerainty of the
Gupta emperor andpaid him trlbute.P Pelliot has drawn attention to the
occurence of Chinese renderings of the name Sihaladipa in literary works
of the second and third centuries A.D.B Three BrahmJ: inscriptions from
the far south of the Indian subcontinent, written in a language which has
been identified as Tamil in its formative stages, are also relevant to this
study. According to the reading presented by Subrahmanya Ayyu.r,14 the
term I1a is found in these three records. Some epigraphists do not agree
with his readings of the Arittapatt i and the Cittannavaca] records, but they
agree that the Tirupparankunrarn 'inscription' refe~s-to "lla householders"
and that the term Ila should-be identified as denoting Sri-Lanka.15 Ayyar
suggested an early - pre-Christian date for the record. Mahaclevari's
assigns it to the first-second centuries A.D. He interprets the term cci)-
alan in an inscription from Muttupatti assigned to the same period, as a
r~(;rence to a person from Sri Lanka, but this translation is doubtful.
The term lla in these records has been identified by epigraphists ss der-c t-

9· See Samuel Beal, "Travels of Fa-Hian or Po-kwo-k i " in Travels of Hiuen Tsang,
Calcutta, 1957, Vol. I, p. 45.

10· S. Pnranav it ana , Sigiri Graff;ti, being Sinhalese Verse of the Eighth, Ninth and Tenth
Centuries, London, 1956, Vol. II, p. 179.

11· J. G· de Casparls, "New Evidence on Cultural Relations between Java and Ceylon
in Ancient Times," Artibus Asiae, Vol. XXIV, 1962, pp 241.8.

12· 1. F. Fleet, Inscriptions of Early Gupta Kings and their Successors, Corpus In~c,·ip·
t ioruzm In,licarulll, Vol. III, Varanasi , 1963, p. R.

13· Paul Pelltot, Review of Chu·fan·chih, tr. by F. Hirth and W. W. Rockhill, T'oung he,
Vol, XIII, 1921, pp. 462·3.

14· K. V. Subrahmanya Ayyar, "The Earliest Monuments of the Pandya Country sod
their Iuscr lprions;" Proceedings of the Third All·India Oriental Cordcreiv:«, Madras,
1924, pp. 2"15·300.

15· T. V. Mahalingam. Early South Indian Palaeogr"phy, Madras, 1967, pp. 201.11.
245.50, 251·7.

16· Iravatham Mahadevan, Corpus of the Brahmi Inscriptions, Madras, 1966, pp, 8-9.
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in, Sri Lanka. l'am denoted Sri Lanka in classical Tamil works, and it
has been suggested in the Tamil Lexicon published by the Madras University
that the term would have been derived from the Pall Sihala and the
Sanskrit Stmhala." This seems very likely since the Centzrn 'Tkakaram,
one of the earliest lexicons in the Tamil language, equates 9nkalam with
Ilam.18 If we accept this explanation of the origin of Ilam, it would imply
that the term Sinh ala was also being used by the first or second century of
the Christian era to denote a principality and certain types of people from
that principality. If indeed the term Ilam was derived from Sihala, its
current use in politics reminds one ~f the observation made by· Marc
Bloch, the great medievalist, about the term Frenchmen. It is a historical
irony that Gauls bear today a name derived from that of the Franks whom
they considered to be their enemies. Bloch pointed out that this
inappropriate and unfortunate name gave rise in later times, "among the
more reflective of our thinkers, to feelings of tragic anxiety."19

It seems very likely that the beginnings of the Sinhala consciousness
arose as part of the ideology of the period of state formation. It is but to
be expected that an ideology which evolved during such a period would
ernphasise a sense of unity. However, state society in Sri Lanka
was a society divided on the bases of class as well as lineage, clan, occupati-
on, ritual status and political position. The chronicles give a fair idea
how in such a context group consciousness developed and what form it
assumed. The Mahavamsa has been generally assigned to the sixth century
A.D., but it can be argued that it is a later work. In this chronicle the
term Sihllia occurs only twice. However, on closer examination it becomes
clear that the sixth and the seventh chapters present a myth which forms a
central element in the Sinhala ideology.

According to this myth, the daughter of the king of Vanga by a
princess from Kalinga, runs away from home and joins a caravan heading
for Magadha. On the way, in the Lala country, the caravan is attacked
by a lion who abducts the princess, ·From the union of the princess with
the lion are born a son and a daughter, Sihabahu and Sihasivaii. When
the children grow up, they flee with their mother from the lion's den and
reach the frontier regions of their grandfather's kingdom. Here they are
befriended by a kinsman who rules the frontier province. The lion ravages
villages in his search for his offspring, Sihab3:hu kills the lion On the
death of his grandfather, he is offered the kingdom of Vanga, but he
prefers to found a kingdom with a new capital city, Sihcpura, where he
reigns with his sister as his queen. Thev have sixteen pairs of twins.
Vijaya, the eldest, is of violent disposition. He and his sewn hundred

17· L,mil Lexicon, Madras, 1924, Vol. I, p. 382.
18· C~ntan Tinikarlim, cd. Lc kanjit a Mutaliyar, Madras, 1917, p. 62.
19· M~rc Bloch, ••Sur les gr andes invasions: Quelques tos it ic ns l'e problcmes,"

Re,!ue de Synth2,e, quoted in Paul Poll akov, The A,)on M)rh: A Hisrol·Y of Ra:i!C
,,,,.l Nrnonnlisr l1~<lsin Europe, londen, 1974, p. 19.
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followers (Parit'ara) harass the people. When the enraged mahajanas
demand that Vijaya be put to death, the king exiles him, together with his
followers. Their ship touches at Supparaka, but as a result of their
conduct. they are driven away again and they land in Sri Lanka.

On the day of their arrival in Sri Lanka the Buddha lay dying, but
his thoughts were on the safety of Vijaya and his followers, The Buddha
assigns Sakka to protect them, and the latter sends the God Uppalavanna
to the island. Uppalavanna sprinkles charmed water on the men and ties
sacralized thread (parittasu~t~) on their hands for their protection. Kuvanna,
a yakkhini, lures the men to devour them but is foiled by the power ot" the
thread. Vijaya overpowers and espouses Kuvanna and, with her help, massacres
the yakkhas in the island to win over the kingdom. He ruled from T amba-
panni and his followers established five other settlements: Anuradhagama,
Upatissagama, Ujjeni, Uruvela and Vijitapura. The chronicle explains that
the region where Vijaya landed and the island itself were known by the
name Tarnbupanni because the hands of Vijaya and his follwers were
reddened when· ·they touched the earth. The chronicle also gives a
definition of the term Sihala: "The king SlhaEihu, since he had slain the
lion (was called) Sihala and, by reason of the ties between him and them,
all those (followers of Viiava) were also (called)Sihala."20 Since it is not
possible to hold a consecration ceremony without a queen of ksatriya birth
an embassy is sent to southern Madhura to ask for the l;and of the
daughter of the Pandya king. The Pandya king sends his daughter, many
other matdens andva thousad families·~f the eighteen guilds of workmen
rpessakarake)."2! On the arrival of the princess, Vijaya marries her after
brusquely dismissing Kuvanna, and members of his retinue marry the other
maidens from Madhura. "Vijaya is consecrated and rules for thirty-eight
years at Tambapanni, and every year he sends pearls and chanks worth
two hundred thousand to his father-in-law at Madhura. Kuvann a goes
to Lankapura, the city of the yakkhas where she is killed by a Yakkha.
Her son and daughter flee to the Malaya region and live there "with the
king's assent" (rajanunna)'a). The boy takes the girl to wife, and from
them are sprung the Pulindas.

The story of Vijaya is found in the Dlpavarnsa and it is evident from
the comments in the Vamsatthappal~asint, the commentary on the Maha-
vai~l,a, that there was all~ther version in the chronicle of the Abhayagiri

20· This is Geiger's translation of the relevant strophe from the Mahava7!'sa. See
M ahavaTl}sa, tr. W. Geiger, Colombo, 1950, p. 58.

21, The eighteen groups of pessakaraka, are comparable with the a~\ada:ia:ati in South
Indian records. See J. F. Fleet, •• Sanskrlt and Old Canarese Inscriptions,"
Indian Antiquary, Vol. V, 1876, pp , 50-3. The Pili chronicles of Sri Lanka record
instances of ki ngs assigning pessakara (v ar , pessiyCi) to serve in monaster ies. The
groups of people denoted by this term included craftsmen as well as those who
performed service functions with a •• low" ritual ranking. See R. A. L. H.
Gunaw ardana, Robe and Plough: Monasticism and Economic Interest in Ea,.ly Mediet,<.;/
Sri Lanka, AAS Monograph Series No. 35, Tucson, Arizona, 1979, pp , 119·20.
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monastery. But the Vijaya story was certainly not the only "colonization
myth"22 about Sri Lanka. The Divyavadana presents another story while
the account of Hiucn Tsang cites two more. One of the stories cited by
Hiuen Tsang (Htuen Tsang 1) is similar to the Vijaya myth. However, the
earlier episodes take place not in and around Vallga but in South India.
Further, it is the killer of the lion who is exiled as punishment for his
parricide. He founds a kingdom in the island. "Because the original
founder got his name by catching a lion (chih-sse--tseu)," the myth explains
"they called the country (after his name) Simhala (Sang-kia-lo)."23 In the
second story (Hiuen Tsang II), which is basically similar to that in the
Divyat'adana,24 Sirnhala was the son of a great merchant of jambudvipa
called Sirnha (Sang-kia). Simhala comes to the island with five hundred
merchants, looking for gems, 'and' stays back to live in the company of
la/,sasis. \V'hcn the merchants discover that they are about to be
imprtsoned by their paramours, they escape from the island with the help
of a flying horse. Simhala is elected king in his own country, but he leads
an expedition to the i~land and founds a new kingdom after vanquishing
the ra',sasis. "Because of the king's name," the story states, "the country
wall calI'ed Simha1a."25 Some analysts of these myths have drawn attention
to the Similarity of certain elements in them to Buddhist stories like the
Padakusalarnanava, Sutana, Ghata, Valahassa and Devadhamma Jatakas
and it has been suggested that either the myths were influenced by the
Jatakas or both groups were derived from a common source.l''

The Mahavamsa version of the Vijava myth contains certain elements
which are discorda'nt with the myth of the visit of the Buddha that the same
chronicle presents. During the first visit to the island, the Buddha is said
to have expelled the yakkhas who lIved in the island to Giridtpa.but Vijaya
and his followers find a flourishing kingdom of the yakkhas in the
island, However, the Dipavamsa version of the Viiava myth makes no menti-
on of Kuvanna or of Vijaya"s encounters with the )'aHhas and is, therefore,
consistent with myth of the Buddha's visit. This discrepancy between the
two main chronicles raises the problem whether the DlpavamEa deleted
part of the Vijaya myth to present a more consistent account or whether
those elements in the Mahaq'amsa version relating to the presence of the
)'al~khas represent later accrenons. The Vamso,rchat)Pa/,asinl provides
additional information about the :)'aUhas when it states that the chief of
the )'aHhas at Sirisavatthu was Mahal alascna and thrt he married Po'amitt a,

22· 1 have borrowed this term from Gananath Obc yese kcr e. See "Gajabahu 2{!,\ the
Gajabiihu Synchronism: An Inquiry into the Relationship between Myth and

'iH.i'tor,y," The Ceylou [aurruil of the HUllwniries, Vol. I, No. 1. 1970, pp. 25·36.
1)21.'S.!sc~d,Travels of Hiuen Tsang, Calcutta, 1958, Vol. IV, pp. 435-7.
·i4'. Di<ya'Jadana, ed. E_ B. Cowell, and R. A. Neil, Cambridge, 1eE6, pp. 523·9.

'-',25. Beal, Travels of Hiucn Tsang, Vol. IV, pp. 438·42.
26· See L. S. Perera, "The Early Kings of Ceylon;" Chapter Vll in University of

C ,yl01l H .stury of Ceylon, Vol. I, Pt. 1, pp. 98.111; G_ C. Mcndis, "The Vijaya Legend,"
P",-an<witana Felir.itation VO!It1:1~; ed. N _ A. [avuwick rama, Colombe, 1965, pro 263.92_
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the daughter of a yakkhini called Gonda. The text also tells us that the
two children of Kuvanna were called 'Jivahattha and Dipella}7 However,
it is not possible to c~nsider these statements as indicative of the relative
date of this part of the myth since it is not clear from the contexts
whether the author of the VamsatthapPakiisint is citing, as usual, informa-
tion from the ancient Sinhala chronicle of the Mahavihara or whether he was
merely drawing on the extended versions of the myth current in his own
time. The Divyiivadana is more useful in this respect since it shows that a
version of the myth which spoke of the presence of yakkhas at the time of
the arrival of Simhala was prevalent at the time DiPavamsa was wrirten."
Most of the rnvths cited above present the view th'at the island was
originally inhabited by the yakkhas, and in all these stories the attitude
towards the )'al~khas is one of hostility. In the DIPat'amsa the Buddha is
the hero who vanquishes them while in the Divyavad~na and the Hiuen
Tsang II version, it is Simhala, the eponymous hero, who is credited with
the achievement. It is likely that the two sets of myths were of indepen-
dent origin and had a parallel existence. Evidently the MahatJamsa is
presenting a combination of these two sets without paying heed to the
resultant contradiction. We shall later see that the yakkhas, like the
element absent from the Dipavamsa version i.e. the arrival of Vijaya's bride
from Madhura, form an essentiai component which completes the message
that the Mahavaf!tsa version of the myth is seeking to convey.

Several writers have seen in the geographical references in the myths,
pointers to the original homes of the immigrants who carne and settled in
the island. Barnett saw in them indications of two streams of migration:
one of Dravidians from Bengal and Orissa and a later stream, "mainly
Aryan," from the Western regions of India.l? Basham argued for the
rejection of the view that the Vijaya story was "a statement of historical fact"
but he tended to attach significance to the geographical refercnces.vl'le seems
to have considered references to Kalinga and Madhura as later accretions,
but he detected in other references the arrival of the first wave of immig-
rants from the Western parts of India and of a second wave of immigration
from the East. It is noteworthy that though the Maha~'o.111sa refers to
Lala 3:5 a region between Vanga and Magadha several writers including
both Barnett and Basham have identified it with Lata on the Western
coast of India. Paranavitana was inclined to accept the sume view in his
attempt to trace "the original home of the Aryan settlers" to the North-

27· Val!lsatthappakasini' (Vap.), ed. G. P. Malalasekera, London, 1935, Vo l.T, pp.
259.60, 264.

28· While noting that some of the tales in the Divyavadana had been translated into
Chinese in the third century A. D., M. Winterniu (A History of Indian Literature,
Calcutta, 1953, Vol. II, pp. 285.6) has assigned this work to the fourth century A.D.

29· Barnett, op ; cir,

30· A. L. Basham, "Prince Vijaya and the Aryanization in Ceylon," Ceylcu His!OTi-
(al ]ollmal, Vol. I, No.3, 1952, pp. 163·71.
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western parts of India." However, while all the different versions of the
myth reflect what may be called the "immigrant mentality" of a dominant
element of the population of Sri Lanka and their belief that they came
from India, attempts at locating "the original homes" on the basis of
geographical references in the myths would amount to confusing ideolo-
gical statements with accounts of actual events. The discrepancies
between different versions of the myths also point to the need for caution.
The Mahammsa refers to Vanga, Kalinga, Lala, Magadha, Supparaka and
Madhura. The DlPavamsa does not refer to Madhura and gives Bharuk-
accha as a place visited by Vijaya on his way to Sri Lanka. On the other
hand, Hiuen Tsang 1 locates the home of Simhala in South India. The
Divyavadana presents Sirnhala as a merchant from a kingdom called
Simhakalpa and implies itwaa in jambudvlpa. The Hiuen Tsang 11version
of the myth does not refer to any specific part of India, but merely state
that Simhala was from [ambudvjpa. As Mendis correctly detected,
one of the main functions of the different versions of these "colonization
myths" seem to be to explain the origin of the name Sinhala, Certain
versions attempt to explain how the island came to be called by this name
while the Mahavamsa version seeks to explain how the island came to be
called Tambapanni and how a certain group of people came to be called
the Sinhala. M~~dis believed that "Simhala was originally the name of
the island and the people got their names frora it many centuries later."31
Such a sequence is not evident from the source material examined above,
and, in fact, the information in the South Indian Brahm] inscriptions seems
to preclude such an assertion. The writings of Onesicritos who accomp-
anied Alexander to India testify to the fact that Taprobane or Tambapanni
was the earliest historical name of the island." Even in the second
century AD., Ptolemy referred to the island as Taprobane though he
noted that it was also called Salike.t! The Mahavamsa version of the
Vijaya myth, it would thus appear, originally evolved at a time when the
island was still known as Tarnbapanni and a group of people living there
were called the Sinhala. . .

Evidently there were two distinct connotations of the term Sinhala.
The long and detailed description of the origin of the ruling family the
myth presents carries the implication that it was the members of this
lineage who were the real People of the Lion. This association of the term is
also found in the later chronicle Culat'a~sa. After describing the matri-
monial alliance that Mahinda IV formed with Kalinga and his elevation

31· U'l;t'er;it~ of Crvlo n History of Ceylon, Vol. I, Pt.1, pp. 82-97.
32· See P<!)(lIlllt'itana FeiicitUl'iull Volume, p. 268.
33· ). W .. McCrind1.e, Anc icnr Indi" (1·5 Described in C!"ssi.:al Literature, London,

1901, p. 102.
34· J. W. McCrindlc, Anc icnr India ,1> Decl'ii'ec! 1>:1 Ptoleplv, London, 1885, pp. 2-17·59·
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of members of his lineage to high positions in the kingdom, the Culavamsa
states that he thereby strengthened the Sinhala lineage (Slhalavamsam).35
Obviously, the term is being used here to denote the dynasty. ..

Basham and Obeyesekere have drawn attention to the elements of
bestiality, parricide and incest in the myth." While in certain versions of
the myth there is no reference to an animal and Simha is a mere name, in
those versions where Simha is in fact a lion the relationship between the
lion and the eponymous' ancestor assumes a dual character. The latter is
both "the progeny of the lion" as well as "the slayer of the lion." It is
noteworthy that the Mahavamsa uses the term adinnava, a very rare word,
to describe this relationship. The word can be associated with adi,
meaning "beginning," as well as with adiya,i, "to seize." It is most likely
that this word was deliberately chosen to convey the dual character of this
relationship. This element of the myth endowed the ruling dynasty with
a marvellous origin which marked it out from the populace. The depiction
of the hero as lion-slayer is comparable with the epic of Gilgarnesh whose
prowess in combat with lions is highlighted in a large number of Sumerian
seals." It is also possible to suggest that, as a structural element in the
myth, parricide represents the negation and abnegation of animal origins.
In later times the lion-slaying aspect of the myth is found to be given
greater emphasis. As noted earlier, according to the Hiuen Tsang I version
of the myth, the founder of the kingdom received his name on account of
his having caught a lion. The Vam,atthappakasinl, too, states that that
Sihabahu was called SIhala because he had "caught the lion" (slham gahitva
itiJ.38 These sources probably reflect the fact that by about the' seventh
century the People of the Lion preferred to be known as lion-slayers
rather than the progeny of the lion. It is this later interpretation of
the term adinnava which influenced Geiger to translate the relevant
verse of the Mahallamsa as cited above. The Hiuen Tsang I version
of the myth does not refer to sibling incest that is found in the
Mahavamsa. As Romila Thapar has pointed out;'? while incest of this type
explains' how two siblings can found a lineage, it also stresses purity of
descent. Sibling marriage finds mention in the Dasararha Jataka and with
reference to the Sakvas in the Pili Suttas. The story of the sixteen pairs
of twins in the Vijaya myth also finds parallels in the Indian myths cited
by Thapar.

35· CII. 54.10.
36· Basham, op. cir.; Gc Obeveseker e, "Religious Symbolism and Political Change

in Ceylon," Modern Ceylon Studies, Vol. I, No.1, 1970, pp. 43.63
37· The Epic of Gilgamt'sh, tr. with an introduction by N. K. San dar s, Middlesex,

1980, pp. 36, 94.
38· Yap. Vol. I, p. 261.

39· Romila Thapar, "Origin Myths and the Early Hist oric al Tr adit icn" in Ancient
Indian Social Histor;, Delhi, 1978, pp. 294·325.
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Information on dynastic emblems of South Indian ruling houses is
most useful in enabling us to understand the significance of the term
Sinhala, The Pandyas had the fish as their emblem, the Colas and the Sinda
branch of the Naga lineage had the tiger and the Ciflukyas had the
boar. It is also evident that certain South Indian ruling families bore
the lion crest. Though the bull was the most widely used emblem of the
Pallavas of the Simhavisnu line, the figure of the lion is found on some of
their coins and· seals: ~nd on certain early copper plates." The animal
figures on the Uruvapalli grant+' and the Pikira copper -platef have been
identified as lions. It has been suggested on the basis of this evidence that
the early Palla vas bore the lion emblem. The lion emblem was also used by
some minor Cola ruling houses. The Malepadu plates of Punvakumara,
dated in the eighth centurv.f and a record from the Bastar regton.r' issued
by a chieftain called Candraditva, bear the lion crest. Both Punvakumara
and Candrjiditva claim descent from Karikala Cola. It is very likely that,
similarly, the lion was the emblem of the ruling house of Sri Lanka and
that the dynasty got its name from the emblem. As in Sri Lanka, in
South India, too, there were myths which sought to explain these emblems.
Fur instance, the myths of the Sinda dynasty explain how their epouvrnous
ancestor had been brought up by a tiger."

There was evidently a second, wider meaning of the term Sinhala
The Mah;vamsa states that on account of their association with Sihabahu
(tena sambandhaJ "all these" were also called Sihala (ese sabbe pi ;ihalii).46

It is not clear from this cryptic verse who "all thes·e" were, but the prece-
ding verses speak of the followers of Vijava. In its explanation of the
passage, the V amsatthappal(a~inl states that the seven hundred members of
Vijava's retim ..1e·and all their descendants "up to the present day" arc: called
Simhalas because of their association with the prince called Shala (una
sihalan·amikena rajakumarena sambandhCi ete sattaPurisa'W!a ca te5am ·puttan-
attapanatra yavajjakCila manussa ca sabbe pi ~hala nama aheslln;i atiho).4'
Thus it is dear that, at least by the time the Vams·atthaPllakasinl came to be
written, a wider meaning of the term Sinhala was gaining currency.

Hypothetically, it is possible to postulate a dynasty> kingdom> people
of the kingdom sequence in the development of the Sinhala identity.
However. there appear to have been certain factors operative at this time

40· C. Minakshi, Administration and Social Life under the Pal/avas, Madras, 1938,
p.82.

41· Indian Antiquary, Vol. V, 1881, pp.50.3.
42· E. Hult escb, "Piktr a Grant of Simhavarman," Epigraphia Indiw (EI),Vol.

V III , 1905/6, pp.159.63.
43. H. Krishna Sast r i, "Malcpa du Plates of Pu nyakumiir a," EI, Vol. Xl, 1911/2,

pp. 337.8.
44· Madras Epigraphical Reports, Archaeological Survey, Madras, 1908/9, p.5,
45. K. A. Nilakants Sast r i, The CoLas, Madras, 1935, VOl. 1, PP. 24.6.
~6· Mv. 7·42
47· Vcp., Vol. I, p. 261.
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that prevented the development of a Sinhala consciousness whic h embraced
all the people in the kingdom. It is particularly noteworthy that both
the Mahavamsa and its commentary specifically exclude a substantial
section of the population of the island from the social group denoted by
the term. The; Vijaya myth recognizes the existence of three major groups
of people in the island. While outlining in detail the origin of the sfhalas,
it also seems to explain the origins of the service castes and the Pulindas.
Verses 43-45 in the seventh chapter of the Mahavamsa describe the settle-
ments established by the seven hundred followers ~f Vijava while verses
56-57 refer to the arrival of the thousand families of the service castes sent
by the king of Madhura, The implication that this later group should not
be confused with the Siha1as is emphasised in the Vamsatthappakasinl when
it specifies that the SIhaias were the descendants of "the seven hundred"
who formed Vijaya's retinue and thereby excludes from this group the
descendants of "the thousand families." The origin of the third major
group, the Pulindas who occupied the Malaya region, is traced to the
offspring of Vijaya and Kuvanna. Geiger was right in identifying the
Pulindas with the Veddas." Sibling incest in the story of their origin
emphasises the "purity" of their descent and their distinct status. Thus
the Vijava myth seeks to indicate that the thre- major groups it identifies
are separate categories with distinct origins. If the myth suggests any link at
all, it is between the Sinhala ruling house and the Pulindas, but here again
it is noteworthy that, according to the myth, Vijaya did not have any
children by his marriage with the Pandya princess. Thus, while the violent
Vijaya who suffered exile for his' reprehensible ways is presented as the
ancestor of the Pulindas, the ancestry of the Sinhalese ruling house is
traced to Sumitta, the more sedate younger brother whose youngest son
Panduvasudeva is said to have succeeded Vijaya. On the other hand, the
service castes are presented as the descendants of the thousand families
from Madhura: they are thus unlinked by blood with the other two major
groups.

These distinctions that the myth makes are of crucial importance for
understanding the nature of group consciousness that was developing in
the period after the formation of a unified kingdom under the control of
Anuradhapura. They enable us to distinguish the Sinhala consciousness of
this early period from linguistic nationalism and other types of group
consciousness typical of more recent times. Of course, the presence of a
common language was a basic prerequisite for the emergence of group
consciousness. Buddhaghosa's commentaries speak of a language specific to
the island. However, it is significant that language was not conceived as
the crucial criterion or the basis of the Sinhala identity at this time. The
Slnhala group consciousness did not bring together all speakers of the

"18· The Mahav(ll'l}s(l, t r , Gei",er, p, 60.
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language but deliberately left out a considerable section of the linguistic
group including the craftsmen-agriculturists and others who performed
ritually "low" service functions.

In essence the Vijava myth is presenting what may be termed a political
definition of the Sinhala identity. The ruling house represented the
SIhalas par excellence. It may be relevant to note here that the SIgiri
monument, constructed by Kasyapa I (A.D. 477-95), gave expression to
this identity through some of its architectural features. The dominant
feature of this monument was the massive figure of the lion after which it
was named. The royal apartments were on the summit of the rock. The
architectural arrangements were such that the king, descending from his
apartments, would walk out through the mouth of the lion, emerging, as it
were, from the bowels of the lion, and thereby evoking the mythical
origins of the ruling house. The ruling dynasty sought to consolidate its
power by utilizing such monuments to propagate the Sinhala myth. On
the other hand, by emphasising its equally mythical relationship with the
lineage of the Buddha, they attempted to draw upon the growing religious
consciousness of the Buddhists in order to strengthen their position.t?
According to the myth, those other than members of the ruling house
acquired the Smhala identity only through their association with the ruler
or through being born in families with such associations. The seven
hundred settlers are described as Vijaya's retinue (Parivara) and some of
them are specifically referred to as state functionaries (amacca). It has
been pointed out elsewhere that in ancient Sri Lanka state functionaries
were recruited primarily from families of high rank who owned property in
irrigation works and land, and that there was a tendency for political office
to be associated, generation after generation, with certain families.t?
Traders were another prominent element in the society and their impor-
tance is reflected in certain versions of the myth where Simhala is presented
as a merchant. Thus, those brought together by the' Si~hala identity
were primarily the most influential and powerful families in the kingdom.
It is likely that it was such elements who are denoted by the term
mahajana in the myth. In the ancient texts it did not carry the meaning
that its phonetic equivalent muhajanaya conveys today, but denoted "the
great men." Thus at this stage of its development the Sinhala conscious-
ness was the consciousness of the ruling class. It probably had a regional
tinge, at least initially, since, according to the myth, the original settlements
founded by the Sihalas were on the banks of the Kadamha (Malvatu) and

49. See R. A. L. H. Gunawardana, "The Kinsmen of the Buddha: Myth as Political
Charter in the Ancient and Early Medieval Kingdoms of Sri Lanka," The
Sri Lanka Journa! of the Humanities, Vol. II, No.1, 1976, pp. 53.62.

50. R. A. L. H. Gunawardana, "Social Function and Political Power: A Case
Study of Scate Formation in Irrigation Socletv," Indian HiStQrical Riview,
Vol, IV, 1978, pp. 259-73.
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Gambhlra (Kanadara ?) rivers and in the surrounding region. It is worthy
of note that the chronicle attributes a different origin to the settlements in
the eastern and southeastern regions of the island?'

The Vijaya myth seeks to define the position of the Pulindas and
their relationship with the Sinhala dynasty: They live in the Malaya region
with the assent of the king, thereby acknowledging his suzerainty. Certain
elements of the myth portray the relationship between the king and the
"great men." It was the "great men" of the kingdom who protested about
the violent and oppressive behaviour of Vijaya. They demanded that he
be put to death and Slhabahu was constrained to send him away in exile.
In the DivyCivadana and Hiuen Tsang II versions of the myth Simhala is a
merchant who is selected by the people of his kingdom to be the' king of
their land. In the Divyavadana Simhala protests that he is only a trader,
but the people insist that he accepts the kingship because he was the
only capable person." In the Hiuen Tsang II version Simhala is selected
on account of his religious merit, wisdom, skill, virtue: loyalty and
prudence." While these versions present the view that personal ability
and qualities of character rather than ritual status should be the criteria
that determine the suitability of a person for kingship, the Mahavamsa
version seeks to present a markedly different point of view. It embodies
the message that the ksatriya status of the ruling family marks them out
from people of all other ritual categories. The story of the embassy sent
to Madhura to fetch a ksatriya princess and Vijaya's treatment of Kuvanna
serve to underline the point that only such a king who is a batriya ~n'd
who also has a queen of the same varna status can be consecrated: others
do not have a legitimate right to rul~. Thus while the "great men" of
non-ksatriya status may force the ruling family to govern justly without
harassing them, they may not aspire to kingship. The discrepancies between
different versions of the myth, reflecting probably their different social
origins, point to the tensions within the dominant social group and the
problems of political power in the country at this time.

It is also possible to see the Vijaya myth as an expression of a corpus
of religious beliefs. The yakkhas and rak~asls occupy a prominent position
in many versions of the myth. In the words of Viiaya "men are ever in
fear of non-human beings." Oblations (bali) are offered to the yakkhas to
placate them. The MahavaT?tsa version of the myth highlights the potency
of sacralized thread as a charm which afforded protection against the
yakkhas: it saved the lives of Vijaya's men. Uppalavanna is introduced as
a god of the Buddhist pantheon vested with the protection of the island,
and it is stated that it was the request of the dying Buddha that Vliaya and
the island be protected which led to Uppalavanna being sent by Sakka,

51·.Mv.9.7-10.
52. DiviyZwadana, p. 527.
53· Beal, Travels of Hiuen Tsang, Vol. IV, p. 441.
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the king of the gods. The myth synchronises the arrival in the island of
Vijaya and his retinue with the death of the Buddha. It also seeks to
enunciate certain Buddhist virtues and to point out the "rewards" accruing
to those who practise them: the lion was not harmed by the arrows shot
by Sihabahu as long as he harboured feelings of loving kindness (mettacitta)
in his heart but was killed the moment he was moved by wrath. At
another level the myth reflects the importance of certain places other
than Anuradhapura as political centres. All the different versions of the
myth seek to explain the name Sinhala, and indeed this was one of the
basic functions of the myth. While it is possible to understand this myth
at several such different levels, it is possible to see in its Mahavamsa version
what Malinowski termed a "charter,"54 and in this sense it is comparable
with the myth of the visit of the Buddha that the present writer has
analysed elsewhere.P One of the primary social functions of the Vijaya myth
was the validation of a particular socio-polirical order. It identifies certain
major social groups in the island and seeks to locate their positions in the
social order. The Sinhala consciousness presented in the myth was the
product of caste (jatO ideology, for the service castes were excluded from
membership of the Sinhala group. The Vijaya myth in the Mahat1amsa
also represents the embodiment of a state ideology which sought to unite
the' dominant elements in society and to bring them under a common
bond of allegiance to the ruling house. When the island came to be called
Sjhaladipa or the island of the Sinhala, this name reflected the claim of
the 'rulng house and this dominant social group to political power
over the whole island. By implication, this ideology sought to relegate all
other social groups like the service castes and the Pulindas to a subservient
position. Evidently, chronicles like the Mahavamsa served as valauble
media for the propagation of this ideology. '

Invasions from South India posed a threat to the dominant position
occupied by this social group, and when powerful kingdoms of the Pandyas,
the Pallavas and the Colas appeared in the South Indian political scene these
invasions were indeed a serious threat to their political power. The Sinhala
ideology presented in the chronicles reflects the tension and antipathy aroused
by this threat. It is particularly noteworthy that the chronicles present a
version of history which had been moulded to conform to the needs of this
ideology. For these chroniclers all kings since the mythical Vijaya were
rulers of the whole island. It is only through a reexamination of the
Mahavamsa in the light of evidence from the early Brahm! inscriptions and
literary 'works like the Dhatuvamsa, the Sihalavatthuppakarana and the
Sahdssavatthuppakarana that the process of political development in the
island leading to the ~mergence of a unified kingdom could be reconstructed.
Information from inscriptions at sites distributed over a wide area like Periva

54. Bronislaw Malinowski, Magic, Science and Religion and Ocher Essays, Boston,
1948, p. 145.

55. The Sri Lanka JOHfnCIl of che Humanities, Vol. II, No.1, 1976, pp, 53.62.
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Puliyankulam, Occappukallu, Affi.bul,ambe, Yatahalena, Lenagala.Gonavatta
Bambaragala, Kandegarnakanda, Kusalankanda, Olagamgala, Motrayakallu,
Bovattegala, Kottadarniihela, Kolladeniya and Kirimakulgol la, when taken
together with evidence in the literary sources mentioned above, point to a
situation quite different from what the author of the Mahavamsa would
have us believe. It is evident from information in these sources that at the
beginning of historical times there were several petty rulers holding away
over various parts of the island. Of these rulers those at Anuradhapura
were the preeminent. Devanampiyatissa of Anuradhapur a sent a dclega-
tion to the court of Asoka, held a consecration ceremony with the ritual
goods provided by the latter and assumed the titles det'anam/Jiya and
maharaja. There is no evidence, however, to show that the other rulers
acknowledged his suzerainty or that he was more than a mere aspirant to
overlordship over the whole Island.>

It is against this background that the campaigns of Dut thagjirnan]
which form an integral and important element in the Sinhah~· ideolo~;\',
particularly in more recent times, have to be examined. In the Mah,i\'[{tlLs(l,
Elara, against whom Dutthagamnj waged his war, was the ruler of the whole
at northern Sri Lanka and members of Dutthagarnanj's lineage had been
rulers of the entire Rohana kingdom eversince Mah~naga established his
power at Mahagama. Dutrhagamani is presented as waging war in the
interest of Buddhism. His· campaigns culminate dramatically with the
capture of Anuradhapura after a duel fought in accordance with the iCimri)-a
rules of chivalry. Thus a Buddhist prince of the Sinhala dvnastv who' ruled
over the southern principality conquers the northern principality ruled by
a Tamil who, though known for his just rule, was yet a man of "false
beliefs." This view of the chroniclers has influenced modern historical
writings, and the chauvinist Sinhala writings have picked on these campaigns
as representing the exemplary victorious war waged by the Sinhalese against
the Tamils. However, even the author of the MahCivamsa, who was obviously
transposing to an earlier period conditions more typical of his own times,
found it difficult to reconcile material available in his sources with this
anachronistic picture he was trying to present. Some information in the
Mahavamsa itself suggests that not all the people who fought against
Dutthagamani were Tamils. For instance, Nandhimitta, a general in Dutt ha-
ga~~nl's army, is said to have had an uncle who was a general serving
Elara.· 57 Though the Mahiivamsa tried to present Dutthagiiman] as the ruler
of a unified Rohana fighting against the sole ruler ~(the na"thern plains,
it is evident that the sources used by the chronicler carried accounts of
Dutthagamani fighting against thirty-two different rulers. As the present
writer has pointed out previously, 53 the most plausible explanation of the

56· R. A. L. H. Gunawardana, "The Rise of a Unified Kingdom," synopsis of a chapter
for the proposed revised edition of the Unillersity of Ceylon His to ry of Ccylcu ,

distributed in 1971 among scholars invited to contribute to this wo rk . Material
presented in this synopsis has been incorporated in this and the follow! IIg pnr agr ap h.

57· Mil. 23. 4-5.
58· See not e 56.
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available evidence is that Dutthagamani was a powerful military leader who
unified the island for the first time after fighting against several indepedent
principalities, His campaigns do not appear to represent a Sinhala- Tamil
confrontation and, as noted already, the development of Sinhala
consciousness is a phenomenon observable after the formation of a unified
kingdom ruled by the kings of Anuradhapura.

The Sinhala ideology elaborated in the account of the campaigns of
Dutthagaman] clearly reflects the influence of the religious identity which
evoi~ed with' the expansion and consolidation of Buddhism in the island.
Both the Mahavamsa and the Culavamsa present the view that support for
the Sinhala dynasty against the Damiias is conducive to the glory of Bu-
ddhism, Dutthagamani in the Mahava~sa and Dhatusena in the Culavamsa
are both presented as waging war against the Damilas to restore Buddhism
to its proper position. When describing the South 'Indian invasions in the
fifth century the Culavamsa states that all men of good birth (jana kulTna
,abbe) left the area occupied by the invaders to go and live in Rohana. S9

And, after describing the victory of Dhatusena, the chronicle says that
he "restored to its former place the sasana destroyed by the foe. "60
The chronicle seeks to create the impression that there was a strong
anti-South Indian feeling among the dominant elements in Sri Lankan
society, but it is less than convincing. A few strophes after making the
statements cited above it admits that some men of "good birth" did opt to
serve the Tamil rulers. After capturing power Dhatusena is said to have
taken punitive action against those "men of good birth who had attached
themselves to the Damilas and protected neither himself nor the sasana."61
The claim that the Buddhist order was destroyed by the invaders is also
not borne out by the inscriptional records of this period. They indicate
that there were Buddhists among the invaders. Some of them were generous
patrons of the Buddhist clergy and one of their kings bore the title
Budadasa which meant "the servant of the Buddha."62

It is only after the development in South India of a militant form
of Hinduism which adopted a pronounced hostile stance against both
Buddhism and Jainism that Tamils would have been considered foes of
the faith by the Buddhists of Sri Lanka. The Sanskrit literary works
composed by the Pallava king Mahendravarman I CA.D. 600-630) and
such Tamil writings like the Tiruv~ttavurar Puranam and the Periya Puranam
reflect the intensity of the hostilty that the devotees of the Saiva f~ith
harboured against the Buddhists and the Jainas. Tirunanacampantar is
said to have defeated the Buddhist inhabitants of the Potimankai settlement
at debate and converted them to Saivism. It is also said that another Saiva

59· c., 38. 11.2.
60· c.. 38. 37.
61· c-. 38. 3S.9.
62· See Epigraphia Zeylanira (EZ), Vol. IV, p. 114.
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saint,Manikkavacakar,participated in a similar debate at Citamparam where
he humiliated a Buddhist monk from Sri Lanka.f It has b~en suggested that
Tirunanacampantar lived in the seventh century, and Manikkavacakar has
been assigned to the ninth centurv.v' However, in the eadier peri~ds there
is no evidence of such hostility towards the Buddhists. Thus while the
Buddhist identity was one which linked the Buddhists of Sri Lanka with
coreligionists in South India and other parts of the Indian subcontinent, it
is only after about the seventh century that prerequisite conditions matured
making it possible to link the Sinhala identity with Buddhism and to
present Tamils as opponents of Buddhism.

In the second instance where the term Sinhala occurs in the Mahavamsa
Vagttagaman] is described a mahakalasihala.65 Though Paranavirana
preferred to ~ee in this phrase an allusion toYama, 66 its literal meaning is "the
great black Sinhala." It is also noteworthy that the father of Dutthagarnan]
was called Kakavannatissa which means "Tis sa the crow-coluured:'; Both the
father and son of king Mahasena bore the title meghat'anna which meant
"one with the colour of the rain coloud." The paintings ~nd graffiti from
Stgiri also provide valuable information on physical features of the
upper rungs of Sri Lankan society at the time. The complexions of the
ladies depicted in the paintings vary from a light yellow-brown to a deep
blue or black colour. These ladies are richly adorned with jewellery inclu-
ding tiaras, earrings, necklaces and bangles. The paintings certainly depict
members of the highest social strata. The variety of the physical types that
they represent clearly indicates that the dominant social group at the time
was not of a physically homogeneous type. The "amateur poets" who scri-
bbled verses on the Mirror Wall at Sigrri were mostly giving expression
to their admiration of the damsels in the paintings. These verses reveal a
certain preference for ladies with a lighter complexion, described as the
"golden hued" (rrmvsn) ones. Some of these poets considered those with
dad, complexions bea~tiful and desirable. There were several admirers who
wrote verses expressing their desire for the darker maidens, whose comple-
xion was poetically compared with the hue of the blue lily (mahanel,
Nymphat:a stellata). In a verse that has been often quoted, one damsel is
compared to a blue katrola (Clitoria ternatea) flower.v' "When I remember
the blue lily-hued ones there is no sleep for me, 0 friend, 1 have become
like unto an ass," another visitor to Slgiri laments in a poem scribbled on
the wall.68 The fact that some preferred to be dark than light in com-
plexion is evident from the Saddharmalankiira, a literary work datable to

63· See H. W. Schomerus, Si"aiti~.:he Heiligenlegenden (Peri:wpuru'}a and TinH'«
tavurarpura'}a), lena, 1925. pp. 155, 264·80.

64· K. A. Nilakanta Sast r i, A History of South India, Madras, 1955, pp. 4J5·7.
65· Mv. 33.43
66· S. Paranavitana, The God of Adam's Peak, Ascona, 1958, pp. 617.
67· Paranavitana, Sigiri GTClffiti v 334.
68· !bid., v 449.
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about the beginning of the fifteenth century. In this work is to be found
a story about a lady who performed several meritworthy acts and wished
that through the effects of the merit thus accumulated she should be
born with the complexion of a blue lily in every successive birth.69

The DharmaPradYpil<a, which has been assigned by most scholars to
the end of twelfth century, also provides information on the ideas of
physical beauty in early medieval Sri Lanka. This work presents a discu-
ssion on the five characteristics of female beauty. In its description of the
skin characteristics of the ideal beauty, it refers to both the dark (kCili)'a)
and the golden-hued (heWla) maiden, in that order. The ideal beauty 'had
to have a clear and unif~rm complexion, "untainted by other colours,"
and it could be either the colour of the blue lily or that of the kinihiri
(Cochlospermum religiosum) flower.l? In literary works, objects of golden
colour were compared with the kinihiri flower. The Vesaturud£i Sanne, an
exegetical work written in the period of Polonnaruva kingdom, compares
people clad in gold-coloured clothes and wearing golden ornaments to
ldnihiri trees in full bloom. It also states that kinihiri trees in bloom looked
as 'if they were covered with golden nets." Thus preferences about skin
pigmentation appear to have varied as would be expected in a physically
heterogeneous society. The sources examined above reflect the rather un-
usual aesthetic values of a society in which there were not one but two
alternate ideals of physical type: black is beautiful, the DharmapradYpika
asserts, and so is the "golden" hue. The Buddhavamsa reveals that these
aesthetic values influenced even the Buddhist tradition. Popular tradition
holds that the Buddhavamsa contains "the word of the Buddha," but the
fact that it refers to the 'death of the Buddha, the distribution of his
relics and even to relics venerated in Sri Lanka dearly shows that it is a
late work composed probably in Sri Lanka. In its description of the chief
disciples of the Buddha this work states that Sariputta was of the colour
of the koranda flower which, according to the Vesaturuda Sanne,n
was golden incolour, and that Moggllana's complexion was comparable
to the black rain cloud and the blue lily.73 Evidently, the "black" rain
cloud and the "blue" lily are here supposed to denote the same comple-
xion. It is particularly interesting to note that the two chief disciples of
the Buddha are in this text representatives of the two main physical types.
Thus these two physical types came to be not only idealized but also
"enshrined:" the figures of two chief disciples are to be found up to
the present day in Buddhist shrines scattered over many different parts of
the island. It seems reasonable to suggest that this emphasis on these two
physical types reflects the heterogeneous composition of the dominant
social stratum.

69. Sadd harmc:ilankara ed. Bent ar a Saddhiittssa, 193~, p. 176.
70. DharmapraiipikZL, ed. R. D. S. Dhar miir sma, Palivagoda, 1951, p. 254.
71. Ve!£lturadti Sanne, ed. D. E. Hett iar atcht, Colombo, 1950, pp. 19, 67.
72· Ibid., p. 67-
73. BHddha,vamw, ed. R, Morris, Pali Text Society, London, 1882, p. 5.
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1

It will have been evident from the preceding discussion that the
social group brought together by the Sinhala consciousness does not appear
to have coincided with a linguistic grouping in the island or to have
represented a single physical type, and that it is only after about the
seventh century that it could have been linked with a religious grouping.
It is the social and political criteria which clearly stand out in an examination
of the factors that united the Sjhalas, It is evident that at the time
Dhatusena ascended the throne in th~ fifth century the Sinhala conscious-
ness was not strong enough to unite the leading elements in society ill
opposition to the South Indian invaders. At the end of the seventh
century, Manavamma, a Sinhala contender for the throne, captured power
with from aid the Pallavas, but the dynasty he founded soon proved to be
capable of maintaining their independence and they successfully resisted
intervention by powerful South Indian kingdoms for more than two
centuries. This long period of political rivalry between the Sinhala and the
South Indian kingdoms witnessed the rise and expansion of a militant
and vigorous form of Hinduism in South India, displacing both
Buddhism and )ainism. On the other hand, Buddhism continued to
maintain its dominant position in the religious life of the people of Sri
Lanka. These developments provided the prerequisite conditions
for the growth of a tendency towards the convergence of the Buddhist
and the Sinhala identities. From the time of KaSyapa V (A.D. 914-23)
kings begin to actively propagate the idea, implicit in the chronicles,
that they belong to the same lineage as the Buddha." An inscription
issued by Mahinda IV (956-72) claims that the Buddha had
given the assurance that none but Bodhisattvas would become kings
of Sri Lanka." Thus kings of Sri Lanka had to be not only
Buddhists, but men destined to be Buddhas. Such ideas would have had
considerable political potency at a time when the Sinhala kingdom was
confronted with the threat from the Hindu kingdoms of South India.
The success of the Sinhala rulers in defending their independence till the
time of Mahinda V would have been due primarily to their achievement
in utilizing these ideas to mobilize the leading elements in their kingdoms,
particularly those who traditionally bore arms, in support of their
dynasty. However, even at this stage, it is doubtful whether the Sinhala
grouping and the Buddhist grouping in the island were identical.
While nearly all the Sinhala were Buddhists, there is still no evidence to
suggest that the service castes were now being considered members of
the Sinhala group.

The long period of Cola occupation in the island, spanning the tenth
and eleventh centuries, and the intense rivalry between the South Indian
and the Sinhala kingdoms wc;rxld have been a factor which encouraged the,
extension of the Sinhala identity to cover a wider social group. However
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74· Gunaw ardana, Robe and Plough, l'p. 173-4.
75· EZ, Vol. i, p. 237.
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there were impediments to such a development. Inscriptions from the
period immediately after the Cola occupation reveal that caste (jati)
distinctions had become so rigid that they even affected the organization of
Buddhist ritual. According to a lithic record set up by Viiavabahu I
(1017-70), he constructed two terraces on the summit of Sumanakuta. The
upper terrace was reserved for men of "good caste" and was enclosed by a
wall which had gates fitted with locks. He had a second terrace built on
a lower elevation for those of "inferior caste" (adhama jatIn) who came to
worship the footprint of the Buddha.i" Such arrangements for the
performance of ritual at this important centre of pilgrimage reveal how
sharply the differences between these two status groups were being
emphasised.

Evidently, the intense political rivalry between the Cola and the
Sinhala kingdoms in the time of Parakramabahu I (1153-86) affected
even the religieux, Up to this time it was the nikc,iyu affiliation
which divided them, and these nika)'a divisions had cut across
political boundaries. Several monks from South India had produced
cornmentarial works on Buddhist texts where they professed to follow the
traditions of canonical interpretation of the Mahavihara llii<a)'LL at
Anuradhapura. In the reign of Parakrarnabahu I. various Buddhist fraterni-
ties were unified under the leadership of Siiriputta.77 Thus, for the first time,
the sUJ1gha in Sri Lanka gave precedence to unity on the basis of a political
and regional unit, rather than to unity on the basis of sectarian affiliation.
Sariputta's writings were severely criticised by Kassapa, a monk who lived
at the Naganana monastery situated "in the heart of the Cola kingdom,"
at Coliidhinathapma. Sariputta's interpretations, he claimed, encouraged
Japses in discipline in the Cola land and, as such, they had been rejected by
the leading monks of that -land who cleansed the sarigha of monks who
supported such views." The tenor of this criticism implies that there was
something more than mere disagreement on doctrinal matters. That a
certain clement of regional rivalry had come into these disputes is more
clearly evident from the Slma'ailkara, a work from the same period devoted
to the problem of demarcating ceremonial boundaries. In this work the
author declares his intention to vindicate the position of the Sinhalese
monks. All those who knew the Vinaya rules and wished for the
perpetuation of the sasana, he maintains, should accept the opinions of the
Sinhalese monks which are in accordance with the scriptures and their
commentaries. They should certainly reject the views of the Coliyans
which were false and contrary to these. It was a Sinhalese monk, he claims,
who wrote the S/ma~(!I1i(Cira and its commentary.'? It is evident from these

76· Ibid., Vol. II, pp. 202·18.
77· Gunaw ar dana, Robe and PiOIl!:it, pp , 313-37.
78· Vinlltrit·inoaan{. ed. Boratud ive Dhammiidhira Ttssa, Colombo, 1935, pp. 96.100
79· S,;),a!n;,kr;')(l, cd. Bu ddb csir I Tho,l, Colombo, l~C4, pp. "12.3.
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polemical writings that, while the Buddhist identity transcended political
boundaries, attempts were being made during this period to mark out
within this larger identity the separate positions of the Cola and the
Sinh ala monks. -
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The political conditions of this period were favourable for the extension
of the Sinhala identity, and it is evident that, by the time Gurulugomi wrote
the Dharmapradlpika, the term Sinhala had acquired a wid~r meaning.
While reiterating the earlier view that the kings of the dynasty descended
from Simhala, the father of Vijaya, were the primary group denoted by the
term Simhal~ Gurulugomi also gives three other connotations of the term.
The isla~d ruled by the dynasty received the name of the dynasty; the
inhabitants of the island received the name of the island; and their
language was called simhalabhasa.80 Gurulugomi's view of a dynasty>
island> inhabitants of the isiand;' their language sequence in the extension
of the meaning of the term Sinhala reflects an important stage in the
evolution of the Sinhala identity. It is noteworthy that, unlike previous
writers, he does not refer or allude to the separate position of the service
castes. He further differs from them by stating that it was by be ing
inhabitants of the island rather than being descendants of a particular
group of people that those other than the members of the ruling house
acquired the Sinhala identitiy. Thus it is evidents that the term Sinhala had
come to denote by this time "the inhabitants of the island," meaning
probably the Sinhala-speaking population who were the preponderant
element of the people in the island.

While the Sinh ala identity was thus being extended to cover a wider
group than in the previous period, there are indications that not all the
members of the group within this period were Buddhists. The influence of
of Saivism lingered on during the period which followed Cola rule. This
faith received the patronage of three successive rulers, i. e. -Yijayabahu I,
Vikramabahu and Gajabahu II. The Culavamsa claims that Gajabahu
brought nobles of "heretical faith" from abro'ad and had his kingdom
filled with "brie.:s of heresy."!' Tamil tradition claims that he was converted
to Saivism." It has been suggested that both Vikramabahu and Gajabahu
were Hiudus.P In its description of the invasion of Magha (1215), the
Pujavaliya states that this invader compelled "the great men" to adopt false
faiths.81 Liyauagarnage has suggested that this is a reference to people being
converted to the Virasaiva sect of Saivisrn.s" The vehemence with which
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80· DharmapradIpikli, p. 55.
31· c-. 70.53-4.
82· c;l'! Tak~ina Kaila~a Pura'.lam, ed. Vatt t Ivalink a Tec ihar , 1916, Pt. 2. p. 20.
83· See Sirima Kiribamune, "Buddhism and Royal Prerogative in Medieval Sri

Lanka," Religion and Legitimation vf Power in Sri Lanka, Chambersburg PA.
1978, pp. 107.18.
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Vidagama Maitreya attacks Saivism and other faiths in his Budugul)alankCi-
'l"d)'a,86 written in the fifteenth century, also points to the influence of these
friths amongst the Sinhala-speaking population at the time. It is evident
from the preceding discussion that while it is possible to speak of a Sinhala
variety of Buddhism. during this period, as distinct from the Cola and other
varieties of the Theravada, this does not imply that the terms Buddhist and
Sinhala denoted the very same group. These terms denoted two
intersecting groupings, and, though there was a substantial population
which came within both, there were people who belonged to one group,
but nut the other.

This period did not witness the growth of a Sinhala consciousness
which could prevent the rise to power of kings who were not members
of the Sinhala group. And during the six centuries which followed
there are several instances of Kalinga and Tamil princes assuming royal
power in Sri Lanka. The position of the kings of the Kalinga dynasty
which came to power at the end of the twelfth century, appears to
have been challenged by South Indian as well as Sinhala contenders to the
throne. Nissanka Malla, the first king of this dynasty, was a clever
propagandist who used lithic records to propagate the view that ksatri:ya
status and adherence to the Buddhist faith were essential prerequisites for
kingship. He argued that non-Buddhists such as princes of the Cola and
Kerula origin weie unsuited to rule the island which belonged to the -sasana
and that it would be ludicrous for a man of the Govi caste to aspire to
kingship as for a firefly to try to emulate the rmn.o7 It is noteworthy that
to a certain extent Nissanka Malia was seeking to counter the Sinhala
ideology by emphasising that it was not the Sinh ala identity but criteria
related to religious affiliation and r.tual status which determined the
suitability of a person to be the king of the island.

II

The period of political disintegration which followed the collapse of
the Polonnaruva kingdom witnessed significant changes in the composition
of the population of the island. The chronicles contain several references
to these developments, but it is in works like the Vittipot which have not
received adequate attention from historians that these events are described
in detail." It b evident that there were several waves of immigration which
brought not only South Indian linguistic groups like Dernala, Malala,
Kannada and Doluvara (T ulu) but also group like Javakas from' Southeast
Asia. . Myths o(this period reflect the distrbiution of the immigrant
---.-----~-- ... -.------ '"
86· B'ldngun"l"id,,,,,,,ya, co. K, Na navimala, Colombo, 1953, vv. 121·183.
87· EZ, Vol. II, p. 114.
:38· See Tri;imh,de Ka4a.illl salta Vitti, e J. A. J. W. Mar ambe , Kandy , 1926. Aananda

S. Kuiasur iya cites some material from the Vitipot in his "Regional Inde-
pendc nce an.I Elite Change in the Politics of 14th Century Sri Lanka,"
}:>ar1l((! of th : Rnyr:l A5:i1iic Socic!)', 1976, pp. 136·55.
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population over different parts of the island.'? It was probably through a
lona process that these different linguistic groups came to be absorbed into
the two main linguistic groups in the island. There were two kingdoms
which were clearly the most prominent among the several diminutive polit-
ies which arose during this period. At times there were several polities
in the Sinhala-speaking areas. Swept by political winds, the political
centre of the main kingdom shifted hastily from place to place till
finally it came to rest in the central highlands. The other main kingdom
was in }affna where immigrations would have added to existing population's
to form the heaviest concentration of Tamil-speaking peoples, Though
the establishment of a unified realm covering the whole island would have
been the aim of many a potentate, it is achieved only in the reign of
Parakramabahu VI (1412-67) who is said to have vanquished Sinhala,
Demala, Malala, Kannada and Doluvara foes.90 • .

Evidently, this was a period of cosmopolitan culture when fluency in
six languages was considered to be a desirable accomplishment by Sinhalese
scholars. The hierarch of the Galaturumula fraternity who lived at the
end of the thirteenth century or the beginning of the fourteenth century
was the first person to be referred to by the title sadbh(i<aparame8vara, "the
lord of six Ianguages."?' The reign of Parakra~ab~lhu \11 marks a high
point in the development of cultural contact between the Sinh ala and
Tamil linguistic communities. Nanniirutun Minisannas, a Tamil prince
who was married to the king's daughter, composed t he Sinhala lexicon
Namat'ali)'a.9~ It is clear from this scholar ly work that the author had
attained a high level of proficiency in the Sinhala language. The author of
the Kokila Sandcsa spoke proudly of his ability to preach in both Sinhala
and Tamil/" It was also a period when Tamil poems and songs were
popular among the Sinhala community. According to the Kokila Sandesa,
poems composed in Sinhala, Tamil, Pa:li and Sanskrit were recited at the
court of Parakrarnabiihu VJ.9·! Maha Valigatua was described by the same
poet as a place where Tamil songs were sung, and his description clearly
reveals an appreciation for this genre of music" The popularity of the
cults of Ganapati (Ganes a) and Pattmi was a {actor conducive to the
expansion of Tamil cuitural influences among the Sinhalese. The Pmc\;i
Sandesa, written in the middle of the fifteenth century by Totagamuve
Rihula, refers appreciatively to Tamil songs bcicg sung at the temple of

89· See Gananath Obeveseke r e, "Gajabahu and the Gajabnhu Sy nchr oriisrn: An
Inquiry into the Relationship between Myth and History," The Ceylon Journal
of the Humanities, Vol. 1, No.1, 1970, pp. 25·36.

90· Kokila Sandcs", ed. \V. F. Gunawardhana, Colombo, 1945, v. 25l.
91· Sii'rya.sataka Sanna)'a, ed. M. Pivar at ana in Vilgammda Pal'tlnna, Colombo,

1956, p. 567.
92· Nama~'aliya, ed. H. [aynt ilnka, Colombo, 1838, vs. 285-6.
93· Kokila Sandesa, v, 286.
9-+· Ibid., L 155.
95· Savan {lit',et 1](~l'(:5~tna dl.'ma!ll ;;,- Hisin. Ibid., ~'. 55.
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Ganapati in southern Sri Lanka.96 The Vayamim,tlaya, a poetical work on
the' goddess Pattini which has been assigned to the period of the Kotte
kingdom, was a translation of a Tamil work." ..

The interest of the Sinhalese literati in Tamil literature persisted
during the period of the Kandyan kingdom when a significant number of
Tamil works was translated from Tamil into Sinhala. Some of these, like
the Mahapadaranga Jataka, were Buddhist works'" and point to the preval-
ence of Tamil literary works of Buddhist inspiration even at this late date.
Kitirnativave, the scholar responsible for some of the translations made
during this period, speaks of his knowledge of several South Indian scripts.P?
South Indian scripts were used at times even to write the Sinhala langu-
age.IOO The Grantha and Tamil scripts were used by some leading figures
among the Sinhalese officials in the Kandvan kingdom even in their
signatures.'?'

The Sinhala consciousness persisted during this period, particularly
among certain sections of the literati, as is evident from works like the
Puj(ivaliya and the Cit!avamsa. However, unlike in certain earlier periods,
the Sinhala ideology does 'not appear to have been propagated by the state,
and it does not seem to have even received persistent support from kings.
Some instances have been cited by certain scholars as pointing to the
influence of the Sinhala consciousness. The death of Parakramabahu VI
was followed by a struggle for power, and when Prince Sapumal, the
governor of the northern regions, captured power and ascended the throne,
he faced an uprising in the southern part of the kingdom. Paranavitana has
suggested that this uprising, which is referred to as Simhalasamge in the
Dadigarna inscription.Pl and as Simhalaperali in the Raj~valiyaJo3 was "an
upsurge of national sentiment" amongst the Sinhalese against a ruler of
Malayali extraction.Pt However, this appears to be too sweeping a
conclusion to draw from the name giving to the uprising. More recently,
Somaratne has suggested that it was a rebellion organized by the supporters
of Viraparakrarnabahu whom Sapumal deposed.l'" Viraparakramabahu

96· Pare"i Sandesa, cd. Tangal le Sir i Sunandasabha, Colombo, 1902, v, 140.
97· Pu~ciban~ara Sannasgala, Si'!lhala Siihitya Va~saya, Colombo, 1964, p. 286.
98· Ibid., pp 382 ff.
99· Ibid., p. 347.

100· See A. H. Sunder Raman, "Four Te lugu Manuscripts in the Colombo
Museum Library," Ceylon Literary Register, Vol. ll!, No.5, 1933, pp. 193.8

101. There are several instances of the nobility using the Tamil and Grantha
scripts or a combination of these and the Sinhala script in their signatures.
See, for instance, the signature of Dumbara Rajakaru!,:1 Mudiyanse in
documents dated in the years 1688 and 1714 of the ~aka era (National
Archives Documents Nos. 5/63/67·3 and 12)

102· EZ, Vol. Ill, p. 280.
103· Rii}(ivaliya, ed. B. Gu nssck ar a, Colombo, 1953, p. 49.
104· S. Paranavitana, "The Korte Kingdom up to 1505," Universiry of Ceylol<

History of Ceylon, Vol. I, Pt. 2, 1960, p. 679.
105· G. P. V. Somaratne, The Politica! History of rite Kingdom of Korte. Nugegoda,

1975, pp. 142-8.
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was a prince of Tamil descent, being the son of Prince Minisannas, but he
had been chosen as the successor by Parakramabahu VI. Clearer evidence
of expression of Sinhala consciousness and antipathy towards the Navakkar
rulers of Kandy is to be found in the Kirala Sandesa and the Vaduga Hatalla
cited by Sannasgala and Dharmadasa.l'" .These two war ks ~ere written
by a supporter of Ahal"epoJa, a contender to the throne, after the last
Nayakkar king had been captured by the British. In these two works the
author attacks the last king for his false beliefs and calls him a "villainous,
wicked and heretical eunuch of a Tamil." Obviously, this attack on the
king was designed to justify AhalepoJa's betrayal of the king and his
treasonable dealings with the British. Dharrnadasa argues that this expressi-
on of "Sinhala Buddhist" sentiments was not an isolated incident and that
there was similar "ideolugical motivation" behind previous instances of
opposition to Navakkar rule. However, it is difficult to agree that the
evidence he cites is adequate for such a conclusion. Dharmadasa cites two
previous instances of opposition to Nayakkar rulers. The first was when
the last Sinh ala king decided to designate his brother-in-law, a Navakkar
prince, as his successor. Some nobles supported the claims of Prince
Unambuve, a son of the king by a Sinhalese lady who was not of ksatriya
status. However, ritual status turned out to be the decisive criterion, and
even the leading courtier who supported Unambuve's claims, later accepted
office under the Nayakkar king.I07 In the second instance, a section of
the nobilit y plotted to kill Kirtti SrI Ra;asimha, who is described in one
source as "a Tamil heretic." Though it 'could be argued that such a
description reflects the presence of a "Sinhala-Buddhist" consciousness, it
is noteworthy that the work in which this description occurs was written
not during the period of Nayakkar rule but in the reign of Queen
Victoria when, as will be seen later, an altogether different intellectual
milieu had come into being. It is also significant that the leaders of the
plot could not decide on a Sinhala noble to replace the Navakkar king,
and were attempting to win the throne for a Thai prince.

Rebellions led by sections of the nobility were not uncommon
occurrences even when Sinhala kings were on the throne. On the other
hand, it is significant that a small band uf Nayakkars from South India
did manage to remain on the throne of Kandv for almost a century and
the Sinhala consciousness could not unite the nobility to depose them.
During this epoch the Sinhala consciousness did not possess the class
character of an earlier epoch. It may be also suggested that cultural
cosmopolitanism would have contributed to the weakening of the Sinhala
consciousness and that the feudal ethos would have further diminished its

106· San nasgal a, op. c ir., pp. 466.8. 529·31; K. N. O. Dhar madasa, "The Striha la ,
Buddhist Identity and the Nayakk ar Dynasty in the Politics of the Kandyan
Kingdom," Collective IdcnCiCit's, Nationalisms and Protest in Modern Sri Lunka
ed. M. Roberts, Colombo, 1979, pp. 99·128.

IOi· L. S. Dew ar a]a, A Study of the Political, Adminis{;urilJc ,md Socia.l SCruL'{lIlc D'

{/tc' Kan i)'an Kingdom of C";i011, 1707.1760, Co lcmbo , 1972, pp. 81·2. .
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influence. Unlike the ruling class of the Anuradhapura kingdom, the
Kandyan nobility did not possess a powerful unifying ideology strengthened
by myths. The feudal ideology of the Kandyan kingdom emphasised
"noble" (radala) status to such an extent that in effect the radala constitu-
ted a sub-caste. However, the radala nobility was a group whose unity
was severely undermined by factional rivalry. In this atmosphere of intense
rivalry only such a person could be king whose ritual status placed him
well above the radala. The failure of Unambuve and the choice of the
Thai prince highlight this situation. The success of the Navakkars in
maintaining their position was due as much to the divisions among the
nobility as to the fact that they were the only ksatriyas in the island.
Apart from the ideology of status, the other major' ideological influence
was Buddhism. All Navakkars had to, at least overtly, declare adherence
to the Buddhist faith. Thus it is evident that the decisive criteria of the
legitimacy of power had been derived from principles related to ritual
status and religious affiliation rather than membership of the Sinhala
group. Owing to a combination of factors, the ideology of ritual status
gained such an influential position in the last century of the period of
the Kandyan kingdom that in effect it disqualified members of the
Sinhala group from assuming kingship.

III

It was during the period of colonial rule that the Sinhala conscious-
ness underwent a radical transformation and began to assume its current
form. In developing their group consciousness the social classes created
by colonial rule drew as much on European thought as on their own past
traditions. The period during which the modern Sinhala consciousness
evolved witnessed the rise into prominence of racialist theories in Europe.
These theories were particularly influential in the study of Asian languages
and history. William Jones' lecture on the structural affinities between
Indian and European languages, published in 1788, marked the beginning
of a new trend of thought in both Asia and Europe. Racial theories
followed closely on the heels of theories of linguistic affinity, and the
relationship between languages was explained as reflecting the common
ancestry and common blood of the speakers of those languages. In 1819
Friedrich Schlegel used the term "Aryan" to designate the group of people
whose languages were thus structurally related.F' The new racial theory
which spoke of a common origin of the non-Semitic peoples of Europe
and India had many enthusiastic supporters. Hegel 'was one of them.
Hegel hailed the theory of the affinity of the European languages with
Sanskrit, referring to it as "the great discovery (die grosse Entdeclmng) in
history" comparable to the discovery of a continent. It revealed, he stated,
the historic relationship between the German and Indian peoples. For

103· Poliakov, op. cir., p. 193.
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Hegel, "the dispersion of these peoples, starting from Asia, and their
distinct evolution beginning with the same ancestry," were "irrefutable
facts (unwidersprechliches Faktum)."109

If the Aryan theory found an influential supporter in Hegel, in Max
Muller it found its most effective propagandist. In his writings Muller
used the term "Aryan race" very often, and some of his research efforts
were directed towards locating "the cradle of our race" and the identificati-
on of languages classifiable within the Aryan group. His career spanned
more than half a century, and his standing as one of the foremost scholars
in Oriental languages added authority to his views. Muller considered the
affinity between languages to be indicative of the origin of the speakers of
those languages from a common racial "stock." It was his view that the
same blood flowed in the veins of both the Englishmen and the Bengalis.l'P
and in his later writings he described himself as "the person mainly respon-
sible for the use of the term Aryan in the sense of Indo-European."!'!
Racialist thought owed as much to ethnology as it did to comparative
philology, and contemporaries of Muller like Knox and Gobineau were
propounding a theory of "the white races."112 By about 1875, as Maine
observed in his Rede Lecture, a new theory of race, derived primarily from
the researches on philology, had come into being.

e

In the later years of his career Muller did have some misgivings about
the use of the term "Aryan race." "To me an ethnologist who speaks of
Aryan race, Aryan blood, Aryan eyes and Aryan hair, is as great a sinner
as a linguist who speaks of a dolichocephalic dictionary or a brachycephalic
grammar," he wrote in his Biography of Words published in 1888. "Aryan,
in scientific language, is utterly inapplicable to race," he further stated. "It
means language and nothing but language; and if we speak of Aryan race at
all, we should know that it means no more than x+Aryan speech.t"!' While
this passage reveals Muller's strong reaction to the confusion resulting from
the use of common terms by philologists and ethnologists, it is worth
noting that the last conditional clause somewhat diminishes the emphatic
ring of the preceding statement. In fact, Muller continued to use the term
race, and the very essay in which these passages occur was devoted to a
search for what he termed "the cradle of our race."!" He was not very
precise about the use of the term and he did not specify what exactly he
meant when he said that race was "x + speech." Those who had been
influenced by Muller's earlier views were even less inclined to avoiding
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109· G. W. F. Hegel, Die Vernunft in der Geschichte, ed. J. Hoffmeister, in
Samtiliche Werke, Band XVlIla, Hamburg, 1955, p. 163.

110· Quoted by T. H. Huxley, "The Aryan Question" in Man's Place in Nature
and Other Essays, London, 1901, p. 281, n.l.

in. Max Muller, Essays, Leipzig, Vol. II, 1879, p. 333.
112· Po liakov, op . cir., pp. 232-8.
113· Max Miiller, Biography of WOl'ds and the Home of the Aryans, London,

1888, pp. 120-l.
1H· Ibid., p. 91.
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confusion between race and language. The theory of the Aryan race was
by this time too well established to be shaken by such a statement.
Muller's later work cited above did not undermine the race theory, and, on
the other hand, it contributed to the popularity of the mystical search for
"the original home" of the Aryans,and the "study" of their expansion which
seems to have been conceived in terms evocative of the expansion of the
political power and the languages of European states in more recent
rimes.!"

No traces of the influence of the Aryan theory are to be found in
William Knighton's The History of Ceylon, published in 1845, or Charles
Pridham's An Historical, Political and Statistical Account of Ceylon and its
Dependencies, published in 1849. Knighton referred to the similarities
between the inhabitants of India and Sri Lanka which he thought pointed
to immigrations from the neighbouring subconnnent.!'" It wasPridham's
conjecture that the population of the island represented a fusion of
immigrants from India and from China or Siarn.l'?

B. C. Clough who compiled the first Sinhala-Enghsh Dictionary,
published in parts in 1821 and 1830, was the first writer to !present the
view that the Sinhala language was derived from Sanskrir.!" But this
view was not easily accepted by some exponents of the Aryan theory.
Christian Lassen, whose influential work Indtsches Alterthumskunde was
published in 1847, distinguished Sinhala from the Aryan languages of the
North Indian peoples (die Arischen Inder) and listed it with the South
Indian languages.!'? James de Alwis used the introduction to his edition
of the Sidath Sangarawa, published in 1852, to present a view which, though
basically similar to Clough's, took a position different from Clough on the
nature of the relationship between Sanskrit and Sinhala. De Alwis was
aware of the researches of Wiliam Jones and Franz Bopp. He argued that
Sinhala shared a common origin with Sanskrit; it was not, however, a
dialect of Sanskrit. De Alwis' hesitant presentation of his argument
reveals that his views were not clearly formed at this time:

To trace therefore the Singhalese to one of the Northern family of
languages, and to call it a dialect of Sanskrit, is apparently far more
difficult than to assign to it an origin common with the Telingu,
Tamil, and Malayalim in the Southern family ... the Singhalese

c
c
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115· See ibid., pp. 91-3.
116· William Knighton, The Histo ry of Ceylon, London, 1S<4S,pp. 2..•.
117· C. Pr idham, An Historical, and Statistical Accounr of Ceylon and its Depen .

dencies, London, 1849, pp. 20.2.
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119· Christian Lassen. Indisches Alterthumskunde London, 18"7, pp. 362-3.
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appears to us either a kindred language of Sanskrit, or one of the
tongues- .. which falls under the head of the Southern class. Yet
upon the whole we incline to the opinion that it is the forrner.!"

In his work published in 1859, James Emerson Tennent was more
inclined to agree with Lassen, and spoke of "unequivocal proof" of the
affinity of Sinhala with "the group of languages still in use in the Deccan;
Tamil, Telingu and Malayalim," adding, however, that Sinh ala appeared to
have borrowed terms pertaining to religion from P3:li and those pertaining
to science and art from Sanskrit.U'

The years that followed saw the publication of two major works
both of which wielded a deep influence on the evolution of the Smhala
consciousness. In 1861 Muller published his Lectures on the Science of
Language and in this work he declared that "careful and minute compari-
son" had enabled him "to class the idioms spoken in Iceland and Ceylon
as cognate dialects of the Aryan family of languages."I22 While Muller's
verdict wielded a decisive influence over the Sri Lankan literati, Caldwell's
study of the comparative grammar of South Indian languages was certainly
another major factor behind the hardening of opinion around the Aryan
theory. In his work published in 1856 Caldwell presented a theory which
was both a counter and a complement to the Aryan theory. Caldwell
used. the term Dravidian to designate what he termed "a family of
languages," and this was the first time that the term had been used in this
sense. According to Caldwell, the Dravidian "family" included six
"cultivated dialects" (Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu, Canarese, Tulu, Kadagu)
and six =unculrivared dtalects."!" It was also Caldwell's opinion that
there was "no direct affinity" between Sinhala and Tamil.124

. De Alwis' essay of 1866 on the origin of the Sinhala language reflects
the new climate of opinion that had set in. Not only does he refer to
"the Aryan invasions" in this essay, thereby presenting what was tu become
a popular interpretation of the Vijaya myth, but also he seeks to prove,
citingboth Caldwell and Muller, that Sinhala belonged to "the Arian or
Northern family, as contradistinguished from Dravidian, or the Southern
class of languages."125 Like many who were influenced by Muller's the-
ories.vhe was not very careful about making distinctions between race and

120· James de Alwis, The Sidath Sangarawa, A Grammar of the Sinhalese Lang.
uage, Colombo, 1852, p. xlvi.

121 James Emerson Tennent, Ce110n, an Account of the Island: Ph1sical, Histori.
cal and Topographical, London, 1859, p. 328.

li2~Max Muller, The Science of Language, 1861, republished, London, 1890, p. 60.
~l3 Robert Caldwell, A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or the South Indian
-." Famil1 of Languages, 1856, 6th edition, Madras, 1956, pp. 3.6.
124· Ibid., p. 109.
125. James de Alwis, "On the Origin of the Sinhalese Language," Journal of

··the Ce110n Branch of the Ro:ya! Asiatic Sociery (JCBRAS), Vol. IV, No. 13,
1865/6, p. 143.
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language. "Though the complexion of the Sinhalese presents different
shades," he wrote, "the 'copper colour' is that which prevails over the
rest, and this it would seem is the colour of the Aryan race, so much
honoured by Manu (ch.iv, sutra 130) when he declared it an offence to
pass over even the shadow of the copper-coloured man."126 Thus, at a
time when the Aryan theory was gaining general acceptance in Europe, de
Alwis was claiming Aryan status not only for the Siuhala language, but
also for the speakers of that language.

The Aryan theory provided a section of the colonial peoples of South
Asia with a prestigious "pedigree": it elevated them to the rank of the
kinsmen of their rulers, even though the relationship was a distant and
tenuous one. The term Ar)'a had great appeal also because of its previous
religious associations. In Sinhala the term caturaryasatyaya denoted "the
four noble truths" of Buddhism. Arya-astanigkamarga denoted "the
eightfold path" of spiritual advancement and ~riyapuggala were individuals
known for spiritual attainments. In the Cu/at,amsa the term Ariya had
been used to denote a group of people, but it is' remarkable that in this
instance it denoted people who were clearly distinguished from the
Sinhalese. In its description of the reign of Bhuvanekabahu 1(1272-1284),
the chronicle distinguishes the Ariya mercenaries from the Sinhala soldlers.P?
No Sinhalese kings have been referred to as Ariya and, interestingly
enough, it was the dynasty which ruled over the Tamil kingdom in Jaffna
who called themselves Arya Cakravarti or "Atya emperors." It is an irony
of history that in later times it was the Sinhalese who came to be associated
with the term Arya and were, as such, distinguished from the Tamil
speakers.

The classification of the Sinhala language in the Aryan group received
the support of several influential writers including Childers, Goldschmidt,
and Kuhn.128 Meanwhile, as in Europe, in Sri Lanka, too, the exponents
of racial theories received strong support from physical anthropology.
M.M. Kunte's lecture on Ceylon, delivered in 1879, was one of the most
important sources of support. "There are, properly speaking, representa-
tives of only two races in Ceylon-Aryans and Tamilians, the former being
divided into descendants of Indian and Western Aryans," Kunte declared,
adding that he had discovered that "the formation of the forehead. the
cheek-bones, the chin, t he mouth and the lips of the Tamilians are (slc)

126· Ibid., pp. 150·1.
127· c-. 90. 16.30.
128· R. C. Childers, "Notes on the Sinhalese Language: No. 1: On the Forma.

tion of the Plural of Neuter Nouns; No.2; Proofs of the Sansltritic
Origin of Sinhalese," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. VII, 1814/5,
pp. 35.48; Vol. VIII, 1875/6, pp. 131.55; Paul Goldschmidt, Report on the
Inscription; Found in the North.Cmtral Province and the Hambancota District.
Sessional Paper No. 24, Colombo, 1875; Ernst Kuhn. "Origin and Language
of the Inhabitants of Ceylon," Orientalist, Vol. II, 186516, pp. 112·7,
republished in Ceylon Literary Register, Vol. II, 1932, pp. "19·96.
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distinctly different from those of the Ceylonese Aryans."129 C.F. and P.B.
Sarasin identified three principal "well distinguishable" races in Sri Lanka:
the Sinhalese, the Tamil and the Veddas, and they believed that the
Tamils were more closely related to the Veddas than the Sinhalesc.P''
Rudolph Virchow, too, tended to agree that there were three races in Sri
Lanka. He considered "the Sinhalese race" to be the result of a mixture
of Yedda elements and immigrants from India. There were resemblances
between these two groups, but they were both distinct from the Tamils.
Though the Sinhalese were "a mixed race," there was 110 doubt that
"the Sinhalese face" was "an importation from the Aryan provinces of the
Indian continent."!'! These theorists disagreed on the position of the
Vedda group and its relationship with the other two groups they had
identified, but the views of Kunte and Virchow added strength to the
opinion that the Sinhalese were either Aryans or "a mixed race" derived
from the fusion of the Aryans and the aboriginal inhabitants in the island.
Thus, by the end of the nineteenth century, linguistic groups were being
given new definitions in terms of physical characteristics which were
supposed to be specific to those groups. The Sinhala and Tamil identities
acquired thereby a racial dimension.

These new theories were not easily admitted into the history books.
A. E. Blaze's A HisfOry of Ceylon for Schools, published in 1900, does not
show their influence. However. there is evidence from about the end of
the nineteenth century that these theories were gaining wide popularitv-
III December 1897, a magazine called Buddhist carried an article entitled
"The Aryan Sinhalese." A booklet called Aryan Sinhalese Names was
published in 1899. In 1910 A. E. R. Ratnaweera founded the magazine
named The Aryan. If history books had reservations about the Aryan
theory at the beginning of the century, they had begun to overcome these
reservations by the 19205. Blaze's book was revised, though with obvious
hesitation, to accommodate the new theory, and the mythical founder of
the Sinhala kingdom was introduced as "believed to be of Aryan race."132
H. W. Codrington, whose Short History of Ceylon, was published in 1926,
accepted the Aryan origin of the Sinhalese, but ventured to suggest that
their "original Aryan blood" had been very much diluted through inter-
marriage: "Vijaya's followers espoused Pandvan women and it stems
probable that in course of time their descendants married with the people
of the country on whom they imposed their language. Further dilution

129. M. M. Kunte, Lecture on Ceylon, Bombay, 1880, p. 9.
130· C. F. and P. B. Sar asi n , "Outlines of Two Years' Scientific Rese ar ches in

Ceylon," ]CBRAS, Vol. IX, 1886, pp. 289,305.
131. R. Vtrchow, "The Veddas of Ceylon, and their Relation to the Neigh'

bouring Tribes, lCBRAS, Vol. IX, 1886, p. 490. See also Virchow's "Ethno-
logical Studies on the Sinhalese Race," translated by W. R. Kvnsev and
J. D. Macdonald as "Professor Virchow's Ethnological Studies on the Sinha-
lese Race," JCBRAS, Vol. lX, 1886, pp. 267,88.

132· L. E. Blaz~, A Hi5toryof Ceylon fOT Scho ols , 6th ed, Colombo, 19,1, p.9.
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of the original Aryan blood has undoubtly taken place in later ages, with
the result that, though the Sinhalese language is of North Indian origin,
the social system is that of the south."!33

A few writers expressed their reservations about this trend of
thought that was becoming predominant. "Whether the Sinhalese
language is a language with an Aryan structure and an Aryan glossary, or
a language with a Dravidian structure with an Aryan glossary has divided
scholars, and must await a thorough philological investigation,"
Ponnambalam Arunachalam observed in 1907.04 W. F. Gunawardhana
was more forthright in his criticism, In a lecture delivered at
Ananda College on September 28, 1918, he presented the view that in
grammatical structure Sinhalese was Dravidian though its vocabulary was
mainly Aryan.135 In a paper entitled "The Aryan Question in Relation to
India," publised in 1921, he further developed this view. He pointed out
that it was under Max Muller's influence that the Sinhalese claims to
membership of the Aryan race had been put forward. While reiterating
his earlier views about the affinity between Sinh ala and Dravidian langu-
ages, he tried to argue that the Sinhalese were "a Dravidian race slightly
modified by a Mongoloid strain and an Aryan wash."136 It is noteworthy
that while Gunawardhana questioned the classification of the Sinhalese as
Aryans, his arguments were based on the concept of the Aryan and
Dravidian racial categories. His views provoked a lengthy "refutation" by
C. A. Wijesinha who quoted Muller, Kunte and Havell to conclude that
the Sinhalese '{have hitherto been classified as an Aryan race, and will
therefore continue to be classified as Aryan."137 In The Early History of
Ceylon published in 1932, G. C. Mendis also made an attempt to correct
this line of thinking by pointing out that Aryan and Dravidian were not
racial categories but merely groups of languages.Pf Coming as it did
from a person who had studied in Germany in the period of the rise of
Nazism, it was indeed a remarkable contribution. Unfortunately, his
views lacked clarity; Mendis himself confused language with race,
speaking of "the Sinhalese race" in the same page and of "Tamil blood"
in the second edition of this work.P? From about the 1920s racialist
writings in Sinhala take a vehemently anri-Tamil stance, and they select
the Dutthagaman] - Elara episode for special treatment. V. B. Vatthu-

133· H. W. Codrington, A· Short History of Ceylon, London, 1926, p, 10.
lH· Ponnambalam Arunachalam, "Population: the Island's Races, Religions,

Languages, Castes and Customs" in Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon,
ed. Arnold Wright, Colombo, 1907, p. 333.

135· W. F. Gunawardhana, The Origin of the Sinhalese Language, text of lecture
delivered at Ananda College, Colombo, 1918.

136· W. F. Gunawardhana, "The Aryan Question in Relation to India," ]CBRAS,
Vo!. XXVIIl, 1921, pp. 12-60.

137· C. A. Wijesinha, The Sinhalese Aryans, Colombo, 1922, p. 110.
138· G. C. Meudis , Th~ Early History of Ceylon, Calcutta, 1932, pp. 15-6.
139. Ibid., p. 10.
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hamy's DutHgamunu - Elara Mahayuddha KarhZilankaraya was one of the
first worh of th'is genre. This poem, published in 1923, reveals an
intense antipathy towards the Tamils. This was to become a prominent
ingredient in the Sinhala ideology of the following period.l'?

If in earlier historical epochs the Buddhist identity reflected a
cosmopolitan outlook and extended beyond political boundaries to
include coreligionists in different kingdoms, in the twentieth century a
new term, "Sinhalese Buddhist," comes into use to denote a group of
people in the island who are distinguished from the Sinhalese of the
other faiths. Anagarika Dharmapala was probably the first person to use
the term. He inaugurated the publication of the newspaper Simhala
BauMhaya in 1906. One of the points emphasised by Dharmapala was
the need for a leadership, both among the religieux and the laity, to direct
"the ignorant, helpless Sinhalese Buddhists."!'! The protrayal of "the
Sinhalese Buddhists" as an underprivileged group had a certain basis in
fact in that, under colonial rule, governmental patronage had favoured
Christians, particularly those converted to the Anglican faith. The need
to struggle for "the legitimate rights of the Sinhalese Buddhists" was to
become an essential element of the Sinhalese Buddhist ideology. And.
since this group was the largest in the island, the leadership that Dharma,
pala looked for was not hard to find, particularly after universal suffrage
was introduced to Sri Lanka in 1931.

In the context of the socio-economic transformations taking place
under colonial rule, the Sinhala consciousness found it possible to over'
come some of the limitations which prevented its expansion in its
previous historical forms. Though the Sinhala identity had been
"extended" earlier to cover "the inhabitants of the island," it is during
this period that it entered the consciousness of the masses, bringing
together that section of the population belonging to the Sinhala
linguistic group through a consciousness overarching their local, regional
and caste identities. This consciousness developed among this group
of people an appreciation of their common culture. It infused the
nationalist movement with certain anti-imperialist potentialities.
However, in its varied aspects the Sinhala ideology does not lend itself
to being categorized simply as an anti-imperialist ideology. In fact, it
was also used to serve a contradictory purpose. Dharmapala extolled
the past greatness of the Sinh ala Aryans "who had never been conquered,"
but what he demanded was "self-government under British protection."HZ
On the other hand, there were certain propagandists of the Sinhala

140· V. B. Vatthuhamy, Dutugamu'.lu E1iira Mah'iiYllddha K(uhCi/aitku)'aya, Colombo.
1923. .

141· See Anagarika Dhar mapa la, Return to Righteousness, A Collection of Spe"ch~s.
Essays and Letters of Anagrika Dhannctpa/(I. ed W. Guruge , Colombo. 1965,
pp. 519,21.

142· Dhar mapala .• op. cir., p. 517.
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ideology like Ratnaweera, the editor of the The Aryan, who took great
pains to dissociate the Sinhalese from the militant nationalists of Bengal
and stated: "It is a consolation to see" ..that we are governed by an Aryan
nation."143 It is not surprising that such an ideology did not produce an
antt-lrnpertalisr movement of mass proportions.

However, it is necessary to ernphasise that the weakness of the
nationalist movement cannot be explained only in terms of the ideology,
and that the ideology was itself a reflection of the nature and the
limitations of the socio-economic changes that had taken place. While
British rule undermined certain aspects of precolonial social relations, it
did not set in motion that process observable in European history, which
swept aside precapitalist institutions and "lumped together into one
nation" different social groups, subordinating all other identities to the
unifying national ideology of the bourgeoisie. That European process
derived its motive power from a particular combination of an industry,
an industrial bourgeoisie and a centralizing market.tt' The nascent
bourgeoisie of the period of colonial rule in Sri Lanka was a weak
bourgeoisie, nurtured by and dependent on foreign capital. Its weakness
was reflected in the poverty of its culture, especially in its failure to
develop a unifying national ideology, over arching the identities derived
from previous historical epochs. The dominant ideas of the culture of
this class represented a combination of ideas borrowed from contemporary
Europe and from earlier epochs of the island's history. Several ideas borro-
wed from contemporary Europe came from the ideological arrnourv of
racialism than from the rich stocks of humanism. Even Buddhist leaders
like Dharmapala are found using the phraseology of anti-Semitism which
was then becoming increasingly evident in a genre of European writings
In his contribution to the Twenuerh Century Impressions of Ceylon
published in 1908, Dharmapala speaks of "the glorious inheritance of
Aryan ancestors, uncontaminated by Semitic and savage ideas."145 In
this new intellectual milieu the Sinhala ideology inherited from the past
came to be refashioned and infused with racialism.

The Sinhala ideology has reflected the interests and aspirations of
the element which has served as its main propagandists, i. e. the Sinhala-
educated literati,and this has made it difficult for one to recognize its primary
social function of mobilizing the Sinhala masses under the leadership of
the Sinhala bourgeoisie. In addition to this "unifying" role, the Sinhala
ideology has also played a "divisive" role. While it has been antithe-
tical to the development of a broad nationalist movement and has thereby
contributed to its weakness, in its present form, the Sinhala ideology is a

1+3. The Editorial, The Aryan, Vol. I, No.2, 1910.
144· See Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected \Vorks, Moscow, 1958, Vol. I,

p. 38.
145· Dharmapala, op. ctr., p. 487.
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factor which divides the bourgeoisie. It has confronted the bourgeoisie
with the critical problem of maintaining their class unity while resorting,
for the purpose of mass mobilization, to the propagation of an ideology
which is disintegrative in its effect on that very class and its state.
However, the crisis represented by the conflict of identities is not limited
to the bourgeoisie and has affected other classes as well. The Sinhala
ideology and other similar group ideologies have left a deep and debilita-
ting impact on particularly the working class by dividing it sharply and by
hampering the development of its class consciousness.

IV

It will have been evident from the preceding survey that the nature
of the Sinhala identity as well as the relationship of the group brought
together by this identity with other groupings based on religion, ritual
status and language varied in different periods of history. Thus all these
groupings presented historically variable, intersecting social divisions.
Identities based on ritual status and religion can be traced back to the
most ancient historical documents available in Sri Lanka. The Sinhala
identity in its earliest historical form bears the imprint of its origin in the
period of state formation, in association with the ruling dynasty and its
immediate social base. It is only by about the twelfth century that the
Sinhala grouping could have been considered identical with the lingUistic
grouping. The relationship between the Sinhala and the Buddhist
identities was even more complex. There is a close association between
the two identities, but at no period do they appear to have coincided
exactly to denote the self-same group of people.H6 As Jacobsen obser-
ved with reference to Sumerian history, religion and language provided
the bases for distinct identities, but it is difficult to group these distinct
features within one convenient "bundle."147

Our survey highlights the role that the literati, the group which
occupies the misty regions on the boundaries of class divisions, played in
identity formation in ancient as well as modern times. In selecting and
reformulating myths and in giving them literary form, the literati played
a significant role in the development of Sinhala ideology in ancient
society. They fashioned a version of history in conformity with the
dominant ideology of their society. This intellectual role was not one
that was independent of, or unrelated to, the structure of power. Though
it may be rash to generalize about the entire literati on the basis of the
evidence in the Pa:li chronicles, it can be confidently asserted that these

H6· Gananath Obeyesekere presents a different view about the relationship
between the Si nhala and the Buddhist identities. See "The Viciss it udc s of
the Sinhala-Buddhist Identity through Time and Change" in Co/!ecti(;e
Identities, Nationlisms and Protest in Modern Sri Lanka, pp. 279-313.

147· T. Jacobsen, "Political Institutions, Literature and Religion," City Int'inciHe,
ed. C. H. Kr ac li ng and R. M. Adams, Chicago, 1960, pp. 64-5.
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chronicles reveal the important role of at least a section of the literati in
the formulation and propagation of a state ideology in ancient and early
medieval society.

The history of the development of the Sinhala ideology since the
nineteenth century reveals the formidable role that the study of "dead
languages" and "the remote past" has played in shaping mass conscious-
ness and thereby in the moulding of the present. It was the study of
Oriental languages, particularly Sanskrit, and of comparative philology
that initiated in the nineteenth century a trend which came to wield
such a decisive influence on contemporary mass consciousness. In Sri
Lanka the discipline of history was initially a reluctant draftee, but it is
now firmly entrenched within this ideological framework. The depth of
the impact of this ideological current becomes evident even from a cursory
review of recent research on Sri Lanka in those disciplines categorized
as the humanities and the social sciences which perform a crucial social
function in either validating or refashioning current ideology. The
ability of these disciplines to grow out of the deformations derived from
the impact of racialism and communalism would depend on the extent
to which those engaged in research and teaching recognize the social
function of their disciplines, and develop an awareness of the ideological
underpinnings of research and other academic work.l4s
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143· This is a revised version of a paper presented to the Semin ar on Nationality
Problem. in Sri Lanka. organized by the Social Scientists' Association and
held on 22 December 1979. The author is grateful to t he participants in
this Seminar and to Dr. Ralph Pier is for comments.


